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ABSTRACT 
A new generalization of the classical numerical range of a matrix is introduced. 
Various properties and basic characterizations of this generalized numerical range are 
established. One of these characterizations is used in proving a resolvent inequality 
for a discretized version of the differential operator d2/dx2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Classical Numerical Range and Some Known Generalizations 
The classical numerical range of a given complex n X n matrix 
defined as the set of complex numbers 
{x*AX:xE@‘L with X*X = I}. 
A is 
Here x* denotes the Hermitian adjoint of the column vector x E C”. The 
classical numerical range is known to be a convex set. It allows various 
generalizations. 
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Let 1. ( denote an arbitrary norm on C”, and 1. (* its dual norm, given by 
JyJ* = sup(]y*x]: %. E C” with Ix)= l} for arbitrary y E Q)“. The Bauer field of 
values [l], also called the spatial numetical range [3-51, is defined as the set 
9[A]={y*Ar:x,y~C” with y*x=IxI=Iyl*=l}. (1.1) 
If the norm on @” equals the Euclidean norm 1x1~ fi, the spatial 
numerical range reduces to the classical numerical range, and is thus a 
convex set. However, in general the spatial numerical range is not convex 
118, 231, which may be inconvenient. 
Let 1). 1) denote the norm on the algebra c=n,n of all n X n matrices that is 
induced by the given vector norm 1. [ on @“, and let (1. I(* denote the dual 
norm of ](.I]. F or any n X n matrix A we thus may write ]]A\] = sup(]Ax): 
it E @” with ]r] = 1) and JJA(l* = sup{]tr(AX)l: X E C”,” with j]X]( = l}, where 
tr( . > denotes the trace function (e.g. [15]). It is easily seen that the set 
{ tr( XA) : X E C”,” with JJXJJ* = tr( X) = 1) (1.2) 
coincides with the so-called algebra numerical range, which was studied 
extensively e.g. in [3-51. If the norm on C” satisfies 1x1~ 6, this set again 
reduces to the classical numerical range. In general, the algebra numerical 
range equals the convex hull of the spatial numerical range, i.e. the intersec- 
tion of all convex subsets of the complex plane containing Y[A]. We note 
that also the terms Gerschgorin domain [21], Hausdd set, and field of 
values (e.g. [ll]) c oc ur in the literature to designate sets that are defined 
differently from (1.2) but can be seen to coincide with the algebra numerical 
range. 
For complex y and p > 0 we introduce the disk 
It follows from [4, p. 421 or [5, p. 441 that the set (1.2) is equal to 
f-l @Y, IIA - rzlll. (1.3) 
YGC 
where I denotes the n X n identity matrix. The formula (1.3) is the starting 
point for the generalization of the algebra numerical range to be studied in 
the present paper. 
We refer to [15, p. 332,333;5; 12; 131 for generalizations in other direc- 
tions. 
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1.2. The M-Numerical Range 
We recall that a norm (1. ]I on the vector space C”,” is called a matrix 
norm if, for all n X n matrices A, B, we have ((ABII Q JIAI(.IJBI( [15, p. 2901. 
Let )I* II be such a matrix norm, and M a given positive constant. Assume 
A is a given n X n matrix. We focus on disks D[y, p] with arbitrary y E @, 
p 2 0 such that 
/(A-yI)‘jl~Mp~ (k=1,2,3 ,... ). (1.4.a) 
We define the M-numerical range of A by 
d A; ll~lll = f-j D[Y> ~1, (1.4.b) 
where the intersection is over all disks D[y,p] with the property (1.4.a). 
When M = 1, we see that the set (1.4.b) coincides with (1.3), so that the 
concept of M-numerical range generalizes the concept of algebra numerical 
range. The authors were led to consider the above generalization as a result 
of their experience that the M-numerical range is a handy and natural tool in 
the stability analysis of various numerical processes [16, 171. 
For all positive M the set rM[A; 1). II] can be seen to be compact and 
convex, with 
conva[A] c T~[A; II-Ill, (1.5.a) 
where @[A] denotes the spectrum of A and conv stands for the convex hull. 
Further, it is easy to see that 
~~~~~Il~ll~~~~~~~ll~ll~ (for M<N), (1.5.b) 
d5o~+5vWll1=5o +5~&;11~111 (for la, tiE@). (1.5.~) 
1.3. Scope of the Rest of This Paper 
In Section 2.1 we present Theorem 2.1, which constitutes the main result 
of our paper. This theorem provides us with three basic characterizations of 
the M-numerical range, which are different from (1.4). Section 2.2 contains a 
series of technical lemmata needed to prove our main result. In Section 2.3 
we give the actual proof of Theorem 2.1. 
In Section 3.1 we discuss various interpretations and applications of 
Theorem 2.1. An application with M = 1 shows that the Gerschgorin domain 
and the Hausdorff set, mentioned above in Section 1.1, coincide with the 
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algebra numerical range (1.3). Applications with M > 1 lead to generaliza- 
tions of material to be found e.g. in 19, 181. In Section 3.2 we apply the 
M-numerical range (with M > 1) in proving a resolvent inequality for a 
discrete version of the second order derivative operator d2/ dx”. 
2. FORMULATION AND PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
2.1. Basic Characterizations of the M-Numerical Range 
We start with some definitions that are used in the subsequent to 
formulate new characterizations of the M-numerical range. 
Let V be an arbitrary convex subset of C, and let 5 E 63. The distance 
from 5 to V is defined by 
d(l,V)=inf{]C-t]:tEV}. 
If 5 belongs to the boundary W of V and 
Re(e-“( 1: - 0) =G 0 for all 5 E V, 
where 8 is a real constant, then 0 is called a normal direction to V at 5. We 
recall that a matrix norm is called unital if the norm of the identity matrix 
equals one. 
We shall deal with the following four conditions on A with respect to 
VCC. 
dA;II.II1=V~ (2.1.a) 
(51- A) is regular and ]]@I- A)-“11 < M*[d(~,V)]-k 
(forall l@Vand k=1,2,3 ,... ), 
(2.1.b) 
]]exp[te-ie(A - 51)]]] < M (for all t B 0, 5 E aV, and 
normal directions 8 to V at e>, 
(2.l.c) 
There is a unital matrix norm 1). )I1 on Cnxn with 
~~[A;ll*Il~l c V and M-‘IIXII 4 llXlll < M(IX(I (for all (2.1.d) 
x E u?“). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let )I* (I be a matrix norm (not necessarily unital) on 
43 “x”, and let A be an n X n matrix. Let M >/ I(IJI, and V a given nonempty, 
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closed, and convex subset of 43. Then the conditions (2.l.a)-(2.L.d) are 
equivalent to each other. 
We note that the assumption M > ]]I]] in the theorem cannot be omitted. 
This can be seen by choosing t = 0 in the first inequality of (2.1.~). 
Clearly, rM[A; II* Ill is the smallest nonempty, closed, and convex set 
V c @ with the property (2.1.a). Therefore, the above theorem reveals three 
new characterizations of the M-numerical range. We see that rM[A; ]I* ]I] 
equals the smallest nonempty, closed, convex set V c @ with the property 
(2.l.b), and the same holds with regard to the properties (2.1.~) and (2.l.d). 
2.2. Technical Lemmata 
In the following )I. I( is a matrix norm on C”,“, A an n X n matrix, and M 
a given constant with M > ((Ill. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A disk D[y, p] is called suitable if y, p are such that 
(1.4.a) holds. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let the disk D[ y, p] be suitable. Then 
((exp[te-“(A-4Z)]/<M (f~ all t > 0 and 5 = y + pei8 with real 6). 
Proof. Let t > 0 and 5 = y + peie for some real 8. We have 
(lexp[te-“(A-yZ)]l/,i ~$O~[te-ie(A-yZ)]‘~~ 
II 
=G (lZll+ kc, it"_Ii(A - yZ)kl(< Me@. 
Hence, 
)Iexp[te-ie(A-&Z)]II=)Ie-tpexp[te-ie(A-yZ)]IIdM. n 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 8,,8, be given with 0 < 8, - 8, < r. Zf 
(1 exp( te-“IA) 11 Q M, ((exp(te-ie2A)()<M (f&-all t>O), 
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then also 
Ilexp( te-“A) (1 G M (foraZZt>O andalZ8E[f11,02]). 
Proof. Define _9={(1:lE@ and l=O or --0,<argl<-8r] and 
8, = - i(e, + 0,). Let F be any complex linear functional on 43”~” with 
I(FI( = sup,,,,,=,]F(X)J = 1. We shall prove that 
IF(d*)I<M (2.2) 
for all 5 E g. 
Let E > 0, and consider 
f,(l) = exp( - e<e-ieo) F( eiA) (for [Eg). 
Since (2.2) is valid for 5 E 89, we see that also 
lfA5&M (for 5 Ea_k%). 
Let c > 0 be so large that ]exp( - &Se -ieo)] <M-l for all l E _@ with 151 2 c. 
For any such 5, there exist li, l2 E a_9 with ti + l2 = 5. Hence 
lf,(l))<M-‘IF[exp(l,A)exp(l,A)](<M (for lE~withll1~Cc). 
Since f,(S) is analytic for - r3a < arg l< - 8i, 0 < 111 < c, we see, by apply- 
ing the principle of the maximum modulus, that also 
(f,(l)(<M (for 5~9 withIS( 
Hence. 
lf,(l)kM (for all 5 E 9). 
By letting E 4 0 we conclude that (2.2) holds for all f E 9. 
The inequality (2.2) holds for all F with the above properties. Therefore, 
a corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem (e.g. [ZO]) implies that ((eiA]] < M 
(for all 4’ E 9). This completes the proof of the lemma. n 
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LEMMA 2.5. Far every E > 0 there exist suitable disks D,, D,, . , . , D,,, 
such that al l E D, f~ D, n * . * fl D,,, , then 
d&&Wll1) <E 
Proof. Let 0 be the collection of pairs (y, p> such that the disk D[ y, p] 
is suitable, and let E > 0 be given. The disk D[cw] = D[O, /All] is suitable. Put 
K, = (5: [ E D[a] with d(l, T~[A; I(- 111) < E}. Then D[a] \ K, is compact and 
is covered by the open sets @ \ D[o], where w runs through R. Hence 
D[al\K,c U o E ,(C \ D[ w]) for some finite W c il and 
n D[w]cK,c{~:5~~withd(t,T~[A;J1.((])<~). n 
oE*U(a) 
The following lemma and proof are related to material in [3, p. 211. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 9 be a collection of n X n matrices such that 
(a) Z E 9, 
(b) llR[l d M (for all R E 91, 
(c) For every R,, R, E 9 there exist A E @, R, E 9 with 
I4 Q 1, R,R, = AR,. 
Then there exists a unital matrix norm )I*((1 on C”,” with 
(i> JJRI(, Q 1 (for all R E 9), 
(ii) M-‘[(XII d JJX(J, < MJIXJI <for all X E CnTn). 
Proof. For arbitrary n X n matrices X we define 
IlXll, = su~{llRXlI: R E g’)> llXlll = wp{ IlXY Ilo : Y E cnsn> llyllo G 1). 
Using properties (a>, (b) it can be proved that II- [(a, I(* II1 are matrix norms 
with JIZI(, = 1, and 
IIXII, Q IIXII, G WIXII. 
Since 
IIXII G II-WI Q llXlllll% G WIXII,, 
property (ii> has thus been proved. 
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For R, E 9 we have, in view of property (c), 
llRJl = sup{sup{llR,R,YII: R, E 9) :Y E CnXn, IIYIIO G 11 
This completes the proof. 
2.3. The Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Let ]].[I, A, M, and V be as in Theorem 2.1. 
2.3.1. The Equivalence of (2.1.b) and (2.1.~). The condition (2.1.b) can 
be reformulated as 
Let 5 E aV, let 8 be a normal direction to V at 5, and 
let B = eeie(A - .$I>. Then AZ - B is regular and 
Il(AZ- B)-kll < MhWk (for all real A > 0 and integers 
(2.l.b’) 
k > 1). 
Let (2.1.b’) be satisfied. Using the formula et’ = limk _,,(I - tk-‘B)-k (e.g. 
[9]>, we obtain (2.1.~). 
Conversely, assuming @.Lc), we easily arrive at (2.l.b’) by using the 
formula 
(hZ-B)-k= (kll)l~~tk-le-A~e’Bdt (for h>O) 
. 0 
(e.g. [91). 
2.3.2. (2.1.~) Implies (2.1.d). Let 92 = iexpIre_“‘(A - 5‘Z>l: t 2 0, r E 
a~, and o a normal direction to V at 5). Under the assumption (2.1.~) this set 
~8 satisfies conditions (a> and (b) of Lemma 2.6. We shall prove that 
condition (c) is fulfilled as well. Let Rj = exp[tje-‘ej(A - t,Z>I for some 
tj > 0, ej E cYV, and normal direction Oj to V at 5. (for j = 0,l). Defining 
t, > 0, 0, E R such that t2eeiez = toeeieo + t,e ?i0, , we have R,R,= 
expt toe -ieo(t2 - Eo)+ t,e-‘s$E2 - ~l)lexp[tze-ie2(A - 8,Z)l for any tz E C. 
It is possible to choose t2 such that tz E JV and 8s is a normal direction to 
V at t2. With such a (a we have, since fZj is a normal direction to V at tj 
( j = 0, l), the inequalities Re[ tje 
exp[t,e 
-ie’([2 - ,$;.>I < 0 ( i = 0.1). Choose R, = 
-ie2(A - ezZ)], A = exp[toe-‘e0(,$2 - to)+ .le-i”1\52 - tl>l. Then 
R,R, = AR, with IAl < 1 and R, E 2’. Thus, all conditions of Lemma 2.6 are 
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satisfied with this choice of 9, and there exists a matrix norm (1. )I1 as in the 
conclusion of that Lemma. 
It remains to show that T~[A; ]I. ]]i] c V. Let 5 E C \ V be given. We will 
show that 5 P ri[A; ]I* ]]i]. Th ere exist A > 0, 5 E 6’V, and a normal direction 
0 to V at 5 such that t = 5 + heie. Since ]]exp[te-“(A - ~Z>]]]i < 1 for t > 0, 
we have 
h-‘[IIZ+h[e-is(A-S~)]))l-l]=O(h) (for hl0). 
Hence, for some h, > 0, 
This implies that (Ma) holds with the matrix norm ((.](i and with y = 
5 - hc’e”, M = 1, p = hi’ + iA. However, 5 is not contained within the 
disk D[t - hi’e’“, hi’ + :A]. Hence, 3 E TJA; II* 1111. This completes the 
proof of (2.l.d). 
2.3.3. The Znclusion (2.l.a) Is Zmplied by (2.l.d). Let Il*lII be as in 
(2.1.d). For any y E C, p > 0 with IKA - yZ)klll < pk (k = 1,2,3,. . .>, we also 
have ]KA - yz)k(] < Mpk (k = 1,2,3,. . . 1. Hence TJA; Il. Ill c TJA; II. 1111, f&m 
which we see that (2.1.d) implies (2.1.a). 
2.3.4. The Znclusion (2.1.a) Implies (2.1.b). Assume (2.1.a). Let E > 0 
be given. By Lemma 2.5, there exist suitable disks D,, . . . , D, such that, with 
E= n,m,,D,, 
d(~,~&;II~lII) <E (for all 5 E E). 
By applying Lemma 2.3 to the disks D,, D,, . . . , D,, and applying Lemma 
2.4 (with A replaced by A - SZ, where 5 E 8E), it can be seen that 
for all t 2 0, 5 E 8E, and normal directions 8 to E at 5. Since the conditions 
(2.1.b) and (2.1.~) are equivalent for any convex V c 43, we may choose V = E 
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so as to conclude that 
(forallCeEandk=1,2,3 ,... ). 
In view of the inequalities 
we thus arrive at (2.I.b), by letting E tend to zero. 
3. REMARKS AND APPLICATIONS 
3.1. Special Topics 
3.1.1. The M-nummical Range with M = 1. In Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, 
]I* 1) denotes a matrix norm on C”,” that is induced by some vector norm I * ) on 
C”. Further, A = (aij> denotes a complex n X n matrix, and V a nonempty, 
closed, and convex subset of C. 
We shall show that Theorem 2.1 relates T~[A; 11. I]] to various sets consid- 
ered in the literature. 
In [21], the Gerschgorin domain &A] of A was defined by 
9[A]= n {<:t~@withRe(e-ieS)~r*,(A)}, 
8ElW 
where F&A)= lim,l,t-‘((]Z+ te -‘eAl]- 1). For any 0 E k!, 5 E C, and A E 
C “,“, we have ]]exp[te-ie(A - EI)]]] < 1 (for all t > 0) iff p.,(A) < Re(e-“0 
(e.g. [5]). Thus, for any V satisfying (2.1.~) with M = 1, using the fact that V 
equals the intersection of its supporting half planes H(t, 0) = {l: l E C with 
Re e-“‘(l- 5) < 0) (where 8 is any normal direction to V at any [ E aV>, it 
can be seen that 8[A] c V. Further, using e.g. the fact that any half plane 
{t : 5 E C with Re(e-iel) < pa(A)} is a supporting half plane of &‘[A] (see 
[2I, p. 34]), one can conclude that 9[A] is the smallest V satisfying (2.1.~) 
with M=l. 
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The Hausdorff set or field of values ,%[A] of A was defined in 
[ll, p. 4661 by 
Z[ A] = n {f: J E c with Re(e-“‘S) G (YJ A)}, 
fr=Iw 
where o,(A) = inflr : r E R with ]KA - pe”)-‘]I G (p - r>-’ for all real 
p > r}. In [lo], the convex hull of the Bauer field of values, conv F[A], was 
proved to coincide with the smallest set V satisfying (2.1.b) (with M = 1). 
Applying Theorem 2.1, one can see that 
&[A] = .Z[A] = convF[A] = ri[A;JI.JI]. (3.1) 
As an illustration of (3.1), consider the maximum norm I*Im on @“, given by 
[ ford (11,12,..., !L,)’ (2 @q. 
Let I(. (Jm denote the corresponding induced matrix norm on @“.“. Denote, for 
1 Q j < n, by Dj the Gerschgorin disk Dj = D[czjj, I&. jJajk(]. In [18] it was 
proved that conv F[A] = conv( D, U D, U . . * U D,,), and in [21] that 
&[A] = conv(D, U D, U . . . U 0,). So, by (3.1), 
s-,[A;II.(jm]=conv(DIUD,U.*-UD,). 
3.1.2. Special Choices fm the Set V. Suppose V is given by V = (5 : 5 E 
@ with Re 5 < 0). In this case the equivalence of the statements (2.1.b) and 
(2.1.~) can be viewed as the content of the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem (e.g. 
[9, p. 671) for finite d imensional vector spaces. Further, in this case the 
equivalence of (2.1.~) to (2.1.d) is related to the fact that any one-parameter 
bounded semigroup on a Banach space is also a one-parameter contraction 
semigroup with respect to some norm on the Banach space that is equivalent 
to the original one (e.g. 15, p. 30; 6, p. 3; 9, p. 521). 
Next suppose V = (C: 5 E C with l= 0 or larg( - 5)1< $rr - (Y), where 
0 < LY ,< $r. Now the equivalence of (2.1.b) and (2.1.~) is related to a basic 
characterization of holomorphic semigroups (e.g. [9]). 
In view of the above it is clear that part of Theorem 2.1 can be viewed as 
an extension to general V of results in semigroup theory well known for V of 
some special types. 
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3.1.3. Relating the M-Numerical Range to the Spectrum. Let I]. l] be an 
arbitrary, fixed matrix norm on C”,“, and let A be an n X n matrix. We shall 
relate the M-numerical range of A to its spectrum, a[A]. 
Choose any y E C, p > 0 such that conv a[A] lies in the interior of the 
disk D[y, p]. Using 
(e.g. t15, p. 29911, we see that there exists an M > 0 for which (1.4.a) is 
fulfilled. With this M we thus have T~[A; I]. I]] c D[ y, p]. 
Since the intersection of all D[y, p], with y, p as above, equals conv a[A], 
we obtain, in view of (1.5.a, b), 
~y&lI.ll1= n ~MIA;ll.lll = convrr[A]. 
M>O 
(3.2) 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, the relation (2.1.a) implies 
(2.1.d). Consequently, for each M >, ]lZll there is a unital matrix norm I(. )]r 
with &4; Il. II;] c ri[A; I]. I]]. In view’bf’(3.2), (l.S.a), 
n +4;ll-l111 = convdA1, 
11~11, 
we thus have 
(3.3) 
where the intersection is over all unital matrix norms (1. )I1 on @“a”. 
We note that (3.3) also follows from results in [3, p. 231 or [ES, p. 3611. 
3.2. A Discrete Version of the Difierential Operator d2/dx2 
Let u be a sufficiently smooth function of x on [O, 11 with u(O) = u(1) = 0. 
Let n > 1 be an integer and h =(n + 1)-l. The value of (d”/dx’)u at 
x=ih (i=1,2,..., n) can be approximated by he2[u((i - l)h)-2u(ih)+ 
u((i + l)h)]. The corresponding discretized version of the operator d2/dx2 
may be represented by the n X n matrix A = (oij), where 
(yii = -2h-2 (l<iin), (3.4.a) 
aij = h-2 (Ii-A=l), (3.4.b) 
cqi=o (Ii-jla2). (3.4.c) 
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The numerical range of such a matrix is related to stability questions in the 
numerical solution of partial differential equations (e.g. [2, 7, 16, 171). The 
following theorem provides us with a set V containing the M-numerical 
range of the above A with respect to the matrix norm (1. jlrn (defined in 
Section 3.1.1). This theorem is used in [17] to derive various stability 
estimates. Moreover, at the end of this section, the theorem will be used to 
establish an interesting resolvent inequality for the matrix A. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a be a real number, 0 Q cy < $T. Then the n x n 
matrix A = (aij), given by (3.4) satisfies the condition (2.1.a) with 1). II= 1). llmr 
M as in (3.6) and 
v = D[ _ poh-2e-iu, pohb2] n D[ - pohw2eia, d-2] ) 
where p,, is defined by (3.5). The quantities M, p0 depend on a, but not on 
12 3 1. 
Proof. Let C” be the space of infinite sequences of complex numbers 
.z = (. . . , <_ 1, lo, ll,. . .) such that supjlljJ <m. The function IzJ, = supjlSjl 
(z E Cm) is a norm on C”. In addition to A, we shall use the operator 
A: C” + C” given by 
(aZ)j=h-2(5j-l--25j+5j+l) (for jEZ and zECm). 
Further, we define E:C”+C” by (EZ)j=~j (I<j<n), (Ez),,,+r,=O 
(k E Z), (Ez)_~ = -(Ez)~ (j E H), (EZ)j=(EZ)j+Zn+2 (j E Z) [for z = 
(5‘,52,...,5,)TEa=nl. 
Let 0 Q LY < $r. There exists pa E R such that 
PO ’ 0, II-4p;‘ei*)=sina. (3.5) 
Defining f(t) = 1 +(e-” -2+ eit)p,‘e’“, we have f(0) = 1, If(r)I < 1, 
which implies If(t)1 < 1 (f or all real t with 0 < It I < a). One easily sees that 
f satisfies the condition on the characteristic polynomial of Theorem 1 in 
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(3.6) 
is a finite quantity, which is independent of n. Here p = pa/r-‘, and 11. ]lrn is 
the operator norm induced by the norm )* Jm on C”. 
Since 
E[(p-‘e’“A + Z)z] = (p-‘e%+ Z)Ez (for all 2 EC”), 
we have 
=z MIEzJ,= Mlzl_, (for all ZEC”). 
Consequently, 
II(P-‘~~~A + Z)kll_< M (k = 1,2,...). 
Similarly, we have 
IK p-‘e-iaA + Z)‘i(_< M (k = 1,2,...). 
Hence, D, = D[ - pe-ia, p] and D, = D[ - pe”“,p] are suitable disks (Defi- 
nition 2.2) for the matrix A. Therefore, (2.1.a) holds with j]*II = 11. (Im, V = 
D, n D,, and M as in (3.6). n 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (Y E [O, $T> be given. Then there is a constant C, 
such that for all n z 1 the corresponding A of type (3.4) satisfies the resolvent 
inequality 
ll(lZ - A>-111m6 CallI-' forall SECwith 520, Iarg(5)I<cz+$r. 
Proof. This corollary follows easily from Theorems 3.1 [with LY replaced 
by e.g. (Y’= i<cr + $r)] and 2.1 t(2.l.a) is equivalent to (2.l.b)]. W 
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We note that the above corollary has also been proved recently by 
M. Crouzeix [8] by some clever direct calculations without using the theory 
of [22]. The corollary can be viewed as a discrete version of an important 
resolvent inequality that is known to hold for the differential operator 
d2/dx2 [19, p. 217; 141). 
The authors wish to thank M. Crouzeix for stimulating discussions on the 
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